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We could also lose out if we fail to note the development of Open Science and do not develop services that the scientific community values. Similarly, we lose if we fail to note that the scholarly article and the idea of the journal itself are not destined to forever remain the mainstays of scientific communication.
Cataloging, for instance, will become, paradoxically, more important as increasing amounts of information are produced and less important as mainstream publishing, and thus journals, decrease in power; much of the discussion in science will take place outside the realm of our comfort zone in libraries. Publication will become almost an afterthought or a matter of choice for scientists as the "publish or perish" model gives way to a model based more on open peer review and online discussion of preliminary results and less on the current, achingly-slow process of publishing in expensive journals that many libraries can no longer afford anyway.
Catalogers will have to become detectives and intelligence agents to determine where discussion is taking place, what needs to recorded, and what the final version is to be. The article is becoming less a finished, static object and more something that is forever in flux, and microcontent such as a single graph or table are becoming the key item of interest rather than an article proper.
Librarians are already very good at finding information and packaging it for our patrons. There are going to be more places where that information lies on the Web, from Open Notebooks to wikis to slideshows to conversations in scientific social networking communities to online videos. We will have to become experts in searching for such content and developing standards to preserve it. And it is not going to be easy to insert ourselves into the conversation, given that much of what librarians will want to bring up are arcane and, well, boring to scientists, whose eyes glaze over when we drone on about metadata and ontologies.
This brings me back to the conference I noted at the beginning of my article. Why else does Open Science matter to librarians, and what was I doing at talking about it to a roomful of disease advocates, health policy makers, academics in health services research and public health at the Genetic Alliance Annual Conference? What do all of those people have to do with Open Science?
Well, disease advocates tend to be passionately committed to curing diseases, or at least lessening the suffering of the afflicted. Thus, they tend to raise money for medical research. And one fascinating trend among funders, even increasingly the federal government, is to ask grant applicants not only about the aim and scope of the research but also about how they will disseminate results.
For example, starting in 2008, Autism Speaks, an autism science and advocacy organization, began requiring grantees to deposit any resulting peer-reviewed research papers in PubMed Central. This was a milestone and, one hopes, a precedent that will be adopted by other organizations. It is more bang for the funder's research dollar: the greater the number of researchers that can access results, the higher the likelihood that the results can be capitalized on and so further the aims of the original funder. And this does not even consider the PR value of having the name of one's organization spread throughout the world via downloads from open access sites such as PubMed Central.
Again, why does all of this open access (and more broadly Open Science) activity matter to libraries? Well, for one, most librarians are under pressure to cut back on journal subscrip-tions. The more content we can acquire via open access, the better. Most of us do not have the riches of ScienceDirect at our fingertips. But we do have patrons who need solid medical information, and sometimes our only option is open access articles. As awareness of Open Science grows among funders, research results will filter down to the librarian and patron level in just a few years as opposed to many years-or never-under the current model.
And there is only going to be more pressure on funders from their own constituents (that is, the ill and their families, who want the latest and best information about their diseases) for greater openness by researchers. The open access movement for governmentfunded research is no longer just a matter for librarians. A tipping point seems to have been reached in the public opinion and understanding of the stakes; it is not just library journal budgets, but human lives.
What else do librarians need to know about the Open Science movement? Well, one thing we need to be able to do is develop a high tolerance for fancy sounding phrases and realize that what sounds like hype actually does force us to think about the coming revolution in scientific communication. For example, as I mentioned, I looked over the Web site of the Open Science Summit (http://opensciencesummit.com) while writing this article. Specifically, I looked at the list of presenters and came across some phrases that will assist me in explicating matters here.
Let's start with this: "conceptual and experimental toolkit and construct the foundational technologies needed to complete them." We will begin with the conceptual part of that. As librarians, we have to think of ourselves in two places at once: our physical spaces and our place in cyberspace. We have been able to make that conceptual shift even if some of us are more tethered emotionally to the reference desk than the instant messaging widget.
Indeed, in some ways, librarians have transitioned to Library 2.0 better than some scientists have to Open Science. Many scientists balk even at admitting that there is such a thing as Open Science or that peer review and tenure processes may change radically in coming years. These changes are particularly heralded by young researchers, who will ask that their writings on personal blogs and activities in virtual research environments be factored into tenure reviews.
So much for the conceptual part. What about the experimental part of the toolkit? Interestingly, as one of the leaders of the Open Science movement (particularly of the subset Open Notebook Science), Jean-Claude Bradley, points out, much of the beauty and appeal of Open Science is that it can be done with existing, free or inexpensive online tools such as Google Docs, wikis, slideshows, or open access journal software. (See Bradley's blog "Useful Chemistry," http://usefulchem.blogspot.com/, for real-world examples of Open Science in action.) Open Science then-unlike e-science, which tends to require supercomputing power or at least large teams at many major institutions-is surprisingly cost effective. Thus, the last part of that phrase, the part about foundational technologies being needed, is already in place. Now, as library professionals, who spend a great deal of time determining the value of search results, you may be asking, "Okay, so Open Science is new. It is faster than older methods. It does not cost a lot. But is it good science? What about peer review?"
In the old days, a toll access journal ran an article through a peer review process in which reviewers' identities were unknown to authors and authors' identities were sometimes, but not always, unknown to reviewers. Thus, the system was open to accusations of good old boyism and not infrequently led to disillusionment or distrust among new entrants onto the scene (e.g., women and minorities). This system also took an inordinately long time and did not prevent fraud adequately.
By contrast, in open peer review, the identities of both authors and reviewers are revealed and, ideally, both the paper and the comments are open to all. This transparency is unprecedented and makes even some in the Open Science community a little nervous. But it certainly brings science into the sunlight and makes it far more likely that the general public, and young people in particular, will take interest. And such interest in science can help people think analytically, recognize fallacious arguments, and improve their own observational skills. Librarians should seize opportunities to engage young people in the growing drive for undergraduate research that is project-based and not coursework-based. Some of the leaders of Open Science (such as Bradley) are also caring, innovative teachers, and those are just the kind of faculty partners academic librarians seek.
